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Abstract
The aim of the present paper is to describe self-duality and C∗- reflexivity of Hilbert
A-modules M over monotone complete C∗-algebras A by the completeness of the unit
ball of M with respect to two types of convergence being defined, and by a structural
criterion. The derived results generalize earlier results of H. Widom [Duke Math. J. 23,
309-324, MR 17 # 1228] and W. L. Paschke [Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 182, 443-468,
MR 50 # 8087, Canadian J. Math. 26, 1272-1280, MR 57 # 10433]. For Hilbert C∗-
modules over commutative AW ∗-algebras the equivalence of the self-duality property
and of the Kaplansky-Hilbert property is reproved, (cf. M. Ozawa [J. Math. Soc. Japan
36, 589-609, MR 85m:46068] ). Especially, one derives that for a C∗-algebra A the A-
valued inner product of
every Hilbert A-module M can be continued to an A-valued inner product on it’s
A-dual Banach A-module M′ turning M′ to a self-dual Hilbert A-module if and only
if A is monotone complete (or, equivalently, additively complete) generalizing a result of
M. Hamana [Internat. J. Math. 3(1992), 185-204]. A classification of countably gener-
ated self-dual Hilbert A-modules over monotone complete C∗-algebrasA is established.
The set of all bounded module operators EndA(M) on self-dual Hilbert A-modulesM
over monotone complete C∗-algebras A is proved again to be a monotone complete
C∗-algebra. Applying these results a Weyl-Berg type theorem is proved.
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Recently, some progress was made in the theory of operator valued weights and con-
ditional expectations of finite index on W ∗-algebras [3] , and in a generalized Tomita-
Takesaki theory for embeddable AW ∗-algebras [12] using self-dual Hilbert W ∗-modules
and Kaplansky-Hilbert modules as the essential technical tool. However, as almost every-
where in the literature the theory was developed only as far as necessary for the solution
of the main problem of the authors. Since the tool ”Hilbert C∗-module” has been used by
more and more mathematicians, previously in operator theory, it might be quite useful to
sharpen the tool for getting deeper results in it’s areas of application. All the more there
are only a few such well-known basic publications on this subject like [29], [40, 41], [43],
[31], [33], [22], [32], for example. The present paper is an attempt to make a next step.
The concrete cause for the investigations below are two problems formulated by
W. L. Paschke (cf. [40, 41]) , and the problem of finding a purely C∗-algebraical ap-
proach to the diagonalization of operators up to a suitable small rest (cf. [53, 54]).
W. L. Paschke raised the question for which C∗-algebras A the A-valued inner prod-
uct on an arbitrary Hilbert A-moduleM can be lifted to an A-valued inner product on its
A-dual Banach A-module M′ turning M′ into a self-dual Hilbert A-module. By his con-
struction one can find such a lifting in the case of A being a W ∗-algebra or a commutative
AW ∗-algebra. On the other hand he showed that A has to be at least an AW ∗-algebra,
cf. [40, Th.3.2.], [41, Prop.1]. Refering to M. Hamana [22, Th. 2.2] and H. Lin [33,
Lemma 3.7] we resolve this problem for monotone complete C∗-algebras affirmatively giv-
ing a general construction based on order convergence. Moreover, glueing together results
of M. Hamana [22] and K. Saitoˆ, J. D. M. Wright [44] we can show that this is the
general solution of W. L. Paschke’s problem. However, the central problem of the AW ∗-
theory, whether all AW ∗-algebras are monotone complete or not, is still open despite recent
encouraging results ([7, 44]).
The second problem under consideration is to describe the inner structure of self-dual
Hilbert A-modules M over C∗-algebras A. W. L. Paschke has found very nice criteria
on self-duality and C∗-reflexivity in the case of A being a W ∗-algebra or a commutative
AW ∗-algebra. These ideas were extended by other authors. (Cf. [40],[13],[3]). Moreover,
the author was able to show that the self-duality of an arbitrary Hilbert A-moduleM over
a C∗-algebra A does not depend on the properties of the concrete given A-valued inner
product on M realizing the self-duality, but only depends on the existence of such an A-
valued inner product on the Banach A-moduleM inducing an equivalent norm to the given
one, [13]. Therefore, one has the possibility to characterize self-duality of arbitrary Hilbert
C∗-modules by their inner structure. We give such a characterization in the case of A
being a monotone complete C∗-algebra. On the way the interrelation is shown between the
theory of Kaplansky-Hilbert modules and the theory of self-dual Hilbert A-modules over
commutative AW ∗-algebras, cf. [37, Th.5.4],[9],[29],[39],[48].
These results allow us to prove some generalized Weyl-Berg type theorems for boun-
ded, A-linear, normal operators on self-dual Hilbert A-modules with countably generated
A-pre-dual Hilbert A-modules, where A is assumed to be monotone complete and to have
a special approximation property (*). An example shows that a Weyl type decomposition
can fail if the C∗-algebra A does not have property (*).
Let us remark that the theory of operator valued weights and conditional expecta-
tions of finite index on W ∗-algebras in the approach of M. Baillet, Y. Denizeau and
J.-F. Havet [3] can be generalized straightforward to the case of monotone complete C∗-
algebras using the results of the present paper. But this appears elsewhere, cf. [15]. The
main content of the present paper was previously circulated as a preprint, [14].
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The present paper is organized as follows:
After a section about basic definitions and facts the second one is concerned with two
types of convergence in Hilbert A-modules over monotone complete C∗-algebras A and
their properties. In section three a spectral decomposition theorem for normal elements of
normal AW ∗-algebras and a polar decomposition theorem for arbitrary AW ∗-algebras are
proved. Two criteria on self-duality and C∗-reflexivity of Hilbert C∗-modules are established
in section four and five. They have several consequences of interest: For every Hilbert A-
module {M, 〈., .〉} over a monotone complete C∗-algebra A the A-valued inner product
〈., .〉 can be continued to an A-valued inner product on its A-dual Banach A-module M′
turning M′ into a self-dual Hilbert A-module, (section four). One obtains a classification
of self-dual, countably generated Hilbert A-modules over monotone complete C∗-algebras
A, (section six). The C∗-algebra EndA(M) of all bounded, A-linear operators on self-dual
Hilbert A-modules M over monotone complete C∗-algebras A turns out to be monotone
complete, again. Hence, spectral and polar decomposition are possible inside EndA(M),
and one can consider some kind of von Neumann representations of monotone complete
C∗-algebras on such Hilbert C∗-modules (section seven). This last result gives us the chance
to prove a generalizedWeyl-Berg type theorem for the pair {EndA(M),KA(M)} withA
being a monotone complete C∗-algebra with the approximation property (*). (HereKA(M)
denotes the set of all bounded, ”compact” operators on M.) This is explained in section
seven.
1 Preliminaries and basic facts
Before we start considerations let us recall some definitions and fix the notations. We
consider AW ∗-algebras, i.e. C∗-algebras for which the following two conditions are satisfied,
([28]):
(a) In the partially ordered set of projections every set of pairwise orthogonal projections
has a least upper bound.
(b) Every maximal commutative self-adjoint subalgebra is generated by its projections, i.e.,
it is equal to the smallest closed *-subalgebra containing its projections.
A C∗-algebra is said to be monotone complete if and only if every bounded increa-
singly directed net {aα : α ∈ I} of self-adjoint elements of it has a least upper bound
a = sup{aα : α ∈ I} in it. Every monotone complete C∗-algebra is an AW ∗-algebra. At
present it is unknown whether every AW ∗-algebra is monotone complete or not, cf. [9].
But commutative AW ∗-algebras are monotone complete, ([2]). More examples of monotone
complete AW ∗-algebras can be found at [29, Th.7, Th.8], [40, Th.1], [9]. An AW ∗-algebra is
called normal if every increasingly directed net of projections {pα : α ∈ I} with supremum
p inside the net of all projections possesses a supremum with respect to the net of all self-
adjoint elements (being equal to p automatically in the case of it’s existence), cf. [52]. A
C∗-algebra is additively complete if every norm-bounded sum of positive elements has a least
upper bound.
If A is a monotone complete C∗-algebra then one can define order convergence on A.
For the commutative case this was done by H. Widom [48] (cf. [1]), and for the general case
by R. V. Kadison and G. K. Pedersen [24] who defined the so-called Kadison-Pedersen
arrow. M. Hamana [20, p.260] modified the latter notion to get a general notion of order
convergence. A net {aα : α ∈ I} of elements of A converges to an element a ∈A in order if
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and only if there are bounded nets {a(k)α : α ∈ I} and {b(k)α : α ∈ I} of self-adjoint elements
of A and self-adjoint elements a(k) ∈A, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, such that
(i) 0 ≤ a(k)α − a(k) ≤ b(k)α , k = 1, 2, 3, 4, α ∈ I,
(ii) {b(k)α : α ∈ I} is decreasingly directed and has greatest lower bound zero,
(iii)
∑4
k=1(i)
ka
(k)
α = aα for every α ∈ I , ∑4k=1(i)ka(k) = a , (where i = √−1).
We denote this type of convergence by LIM{aα : α ∈ I} = a. By [19, p.260] the order limit
of {aα : α ∈ I} does not depend on the special choice of the nets {a(k)α : α ∈ I}, {b(k)α : α ∈ I}
and of the elements a(k), k = 1, 2, 3, 4. If A is a commutative AW ∗-algebra then the order
convergence defined above is equivalent to the classical order convergence in A as it was
defined by H. Widom [48] earlier. Order convergence has the following properties, cf. [20,
Lemma 1.2]:
If LIM{aα : α ∈ I} = a , LIM{bβ : β ∈ J} = b then
(i) LIM{aα + bβ : α ∈ I, β ∈ J} = a+ b,
(ii) LIM{xaαy : α ∈ I} = xay for every x, y ∈ A,
(iii) LIM{aαbβ : α ∈ I, β ∈ J} = ab,
(iv) aα ≤ bα for every α ∈ I implies a ≤ b,
(v) ‖a‖A ≤ lim sup{‖aα‖A : α ∈ I}.
Throughout this paper we denote the C∗-norm of A by ‖.‖A. The self-adjoint part of
A is denoted by Ah and the positive cone of A by A
+
h . The centre of A has the denotation
Z(A).
Now some facts about Hilbert C∗-modules. We make the convention that all C∗-modules
of the present paper are left modules by definition. A pre-Hilbert A-module over a fixed
C∗-algebra A is an A-module M equipped with an A-valued, non-degenerate mapping
〈., .〉 : M×M −→ A being A-linear in the first argument and conjugate-A-linear in the
second, and satisfying 〈x, x〉 ∈ A+h for every x ∈ M. The map 〈., .〉 is called the A-valued
inner product on M. A pre-Hilbert A-module {M, 〈., .〉} is Hilbert if and only if it is
complete with respect to the norm ‖.‖ = ‖〈., .〉‖1/2A . We always suppose that the linear
structures of A and M are compatible. Denote by 〈M,M〉 the norm closed linear hull of
the range of the map 〈., .〉 in A. A Hilbert A-module {M, 〈., .〉} over a C∗-algebra A is
said to be self-dual if and only if every bounded module map r : M −→ A is of the form
〈., ar〉 for some element ar ∈ M. The set of all bounded module maps r : M −→ A is
denoted by M′ . It is a Banach A-module. A Hilbert A-module is said to be C∗-reflexive
(or A-reflexive) if and only if the map Ω being defined by the formula
Ω(x)[r] = r(x) for each x ∈ M , every r ∈M′,
is a surjective module mapping of M onto the Banach A-module M′′, where M′′ consists
of all bounded module maps fromM′ to A. A Hilbert C*-moduleM is countably generated
if there exists a countable set of elements of M the set of finite C*-linear combinations of
which being norm-dense in M. For more basic facts about Hilbert C∗-modules we refer to
[40, 41, 32].
2 Two types of convergence
Definition 2.1 : (cf. [51, §2], [48, §1.1], [13, Def.3.1], [1]) Let A be a monotone complete
C∗-algebra, {M, 〈., .〉} be a pre-Hilbert A-module and I be a net. A norm-bounded set
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{xα : α ∈ I} of elements of M is fundamental in the sense of τ01 -convergence (in short:
τ01 -fundamental) if and only if the limits
LIM{〈xα − xβ, xα − xβ〉 : α ∈ I}
exist for every β ∈ I, and the limit
LIM{LIM{〈xα − xβ , xα − xβ〉 : α ∈ I} : β ∈ I}
exists, too, and equals zero. A norm-bounded set {xα : α ∈ I} of elements of M has the
τ01 -limit x in M if and only if the limit
LIM{〈xα − x, xα − x〉 : α ∈ I}
exists and equals zero. In this case one writes
τ01 − lim{xα : α ∈ I} = x,
and one says that {xα : α ∈ I} τ01 -converges to x inside M.
Lemma 2.2 : Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra and {M, 〈., .〉} a Hilbert A-
module. If {xα : α ∈ I} is an norm-bounded set of elements of M indexed by a net I and
possessing a τ01 -limit x in M, then the following statements are true:
(i) The τ01 -limit x ∈ M is unique.
(ii) The set {xα : α ∈ I} is τ01 -fundamental.
(iii) If ‖xα‖ ≤ N for every α ∈ I and a real number N then ‖x‖ ≤ N .
(iv) For every a ∈A the equality τ01 − lim{axα : α ∈ I} = ax is satisfied.
(v) For every norm-bounded set {yβ : β ∈ J} (not necessarily distinct from
{xα : α ∈ I}) of elements of M indexed by a net J and possessing a τ01 -limit y in M
the equality τ01 − lim{xα + yβ : α ∈ I, β ∈ J} = x+ y holds.
P r o o f: To prove the first fact suppose the existence of two τ01 -limits x1, x2 ∈ M of
the norm-bounded net {xα : α ∈ I}. The inequality
0 ≤ 〈x1 − x2, x1 − x2〉 ≤ 2(〈xα − x1, xα − x1〉+ 〈xα − x2, xα − x2〉)
holds for every α ∈ I. If one calculates the order limit of the right side one obtains the
equality x1 = x2. Furthermore, the fact (ii) can be derived from the inequality
0 ≤ 〈xα − xβ, xα − xβ〉 ≤ 2(〈xα − x, xα − x〉+ 〈xβ − x, xβ − x〉)
being satisfied for every α, β ∈ I, and from the τ01 -convergence of the set {xα : α ∈ I} to
x ∈ M. Similarly, (v) follows from the inequality
0 ≤ 〈x+ y − xα − yβ, x+ y − xα − yβ〉 ≤ 2(〈x− xα, x− xα〉+ 〈y − yβ, y − yβ〉)
being satisfied for every α ∈ I, β ∈ J , and from the τ01 -convergence of the sets
{xα : α ∈ I}, {yβ : β ∈ J} to x, y ∈ M, respectively. To show (iii) notice that by (v)
there exists the order limit of the net {〈xα, xα〉 : α ∈ I} in A being equal to 〈x, x〉. There-
fore,
‖x‖ = ‖〈x, x〉‖1/2A ≤ lim sup{‖〈xα, xα〉‖1/2A : α ∈ I} ≤ N.
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Statement (iv) is derived from the fact that the inequality 0 ≤ 〈x, x〉 ≤ 〈y, y〉 implies the
inequality 0 ≤ a〈x, x〉a∗ ≤ a〈y, y〉a∗ for every x, y ∈M, every a ∈A, ([5, Prop.2.2.13]). •
Definition 2.3 : (cf. [48, §1.1], [13, Def.3.1]) Let A be a monotone complete C∗-
algebra and let {M, 〈., .〉} be a pre-Hilbert A-module and I be a net. A norm-bounded
set {xα : α ∈ I} of elements of M is fundamental in the sense of τ02 -convergence (in short:
τ02 -fundamental) if and only if the limits
LIM{〈y, xα − xβ〉 : α ∈ I}
exist for every y ∈M, for every β ∈ I, and the limit
LIM{LIM{〈y, xα − xβ〉 : α ∈ I} : β ∈ I}
exists, too, and equals zero. A norm-bounded set {xα : α ∈ I} of elements of M has the
τ02 -limit x in M if and only if for every y ∈ M the limit
LIM{〈y, xα − x〉 : α ∈ I}
exists and equals zero. In this case one writes
τ02 − lim{xα : α ∈ I} = x,
and one says that {xα : α ∈ I} τ02 -converges to x inside M.
Lemma 2.4 : Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra and {M, 〈., .〉} be a Hilbert
A-module. If {xα : α ∈ I} is a norm-bounded set of elements of M indexed by a net I and
possessing a τ02 -limit x in M, then the following statements are true:
(i) The τ02 -limit x ∈ M is unique.
(ii) The set {xα : α ∈ I} is τ02 -fundamental.
(iii) If ‖xα‖ ≤ N for every α ∈ I and a real number N then ‖x‖ ≤ N .
(iv) For every a ∈A the equality τ02 − lim{axα : α ∈ I} = ax is satisfied.
(v) For every norm-bounded set {yβ : β ∈ J} (not necessarily distinct from
{xα : α ∈ I}) of elements of M indexed by a net J and possessing a τ02 -limit y in M
the equality τ02 − lim{xα + yβ : α ∈ I, β ∈ J} = x+ y holds.
P r o o f: The facts (i), (ii) and (v) are obvious. To show (iv) one has only to consider
the equality
LIM{〈y, axα〉 : α ∈ I} = LIM{〈y, xα〉a∗ : α ∈ I}
= (LIM{〈y, xα〉 : α ∈ I})a∗
= 〈y, x〉a∗
= 〈y, ax〉
being valid for every a ∈A and every y ∈ M. For the proof of (iii) consider the inequality
0 ≤ ‖〈xα, y〉+ 〈y, xα〉‖ ≤ 2‖y‖ ‖x‖ ≤ 2‖y‖N
being valid for every y ∈ M, every α ∈ I and some real positive number N by assumption.
The element (〈xα, y〉+ 〈y, xα〉) is self-adjoint for every y ∈ M, every α ∈ I. Therefore,
−2N‖y‖1A ≤ 〈xα, y〉+ 〈y, xα〉 ≤ 2N‖y‖1A
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for every α ∈ I, every y ∈ M. Replacing y by x and taking the order limit of the central
expression statement (iii) turns out. •
Lemma 2.5 : Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra, {M, 〈., .〉} be a Hilbert A-
module and I be a net. If a norm-bounded set {xα : α ∈ I} of elements of M possesses a
τ01 -limit x in M then that element x is the τ02 -limit of the net {xα : α ∈ I} in M, too.
P r o o f: The statement above follows from the following equation based on the pola-
rization formula:
LIM{〈x− xα, y〉 : α ∈ I} = 1
4
LIM
{
3∑
k=0
ik〈x− xα + iky, x− xα + iky〉
}
=
1
4
3∑
k=0
ikLIM{〈x− xα + iky, x− xα + iky〉}
= 0
being valid for i =
√−1, every y ∈ M, every α ∈ I. Therefore, x = τ02 − lim{xα : α ∈ I}. •
For example, if one defines an A-valued inner product 〈., .〉A by the formula 〈a, b〉 :=
ab∗, (a, b ∈ A), on a monotone complete C∗-algebra A then the τ02 -convergence induces the
order convergence on A. On the other hand, τ01 -convergence induces the order convergence
on A if and only if A is commutative. As another example one can consider an arbitrary
Hilbert space H, (where A is the set of complex numbers). Then τ01 -convergence is induced
by the norm topology on H, whereas the τ02 -convergence is induced by the weak topology
on H, i.e. the two types of τ0-convergence do not coincide, in general. Moreover, on Hilbert
A-modules over W ∗-algebras A τ01 -convergence is induced by a topology which is generated
by the semi-norms {f(〈., .〉)1/2 : f ∈ A∗}, and τ02 -convergence is induced by a topology
which is generated by the linear functionals {f(〈., x〉) : f ∈ A∗, x ∈ M}, cf. [13].
Remark: Does there exist a topology on monotone complete C∗-algebras inducing
order convergence on them? The answer is negative even in the commutative case. A
simple example has been constructed by E. E. Floyd [11] in 1955.
Proposition 2.6 : Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra and {M, 〈., .〉} a Hilbert
A-module. Consider the standard embedding of M into its A-dual Banach A-module M′.
The linear hull of the τ01 -completed unit ball ofM →֒M′ can be identified with a Hilbert A-
submodule {M∗, 〈., .〉D} of the Banach A-module M′. The embedding M →֒M′ is realized
via the mapping x ∈ M −→ 〈., x〉D ∈ M∗ since 〈x, y〉D = 〈x, y〉 for every x, y ∈ M.
P r o o f: By Lemma 2.5 every τ01 -fundamental set {xα : α ∈ I} ofM is τ02 -fundamental,
too. Embedding M into M′ in the canonical way and defining
r(y) = LIM{〈y, xα〉 : α ∈ I}
for arbitrary elements y ∈ M one finds r = τ02 − lim{xα : α ∈ I}. Let us denote the union
of M →֒M′ with the set of all τ02 -limits of it’s τ01 -fundamental subsets by M∗.
The next step is to define an A-valued inner product on M∗ ⊆M′. Set:
〈x, y〉D = 〈x, y〉 , x, y ∈ M →֒M∗,
〈x, r〉D = r(x) , x ∈ M →֒M∗ , r ∈ M∗ \M,
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This setting is correct because of the definition of r ∈ M∗ \M above. Moreover, since the
inequality 0 ≤ r(yγ−yδ)∗r(yγ−yδ) ≤ ‖r‖2〈yγ−yδ, yγ−yδ〉 is valid for every τ01 -fundamental
set {yγ : γ ∈ J} one defines
〈s, r〉D = LIM{r(yγ) : γ ∈ J} , r, s ∈M∗ \M , s = LIM{yγ : γ ∈ J}.
Note, that the sequence of the two order limits is irrelevant to the result. With such a
setting define arbitrary values of the A-valued inner product with respect to the axioms of
this structure. By Lemma 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5 theA -valued inner product 〈., .〉D is well-defined.
Now, we have to show that the τ02 -limit r of the τ
0
1 -fundamental set {xα : α ∈ I} of M
is its τ01 -limit, too. Obviously,
LIM{(〈xα − r, xα − r〉) : α ∈ I} = LIM{(〈xα, xα − xβ〉 − r(xα − xβ)∗) : α, β ∈ I}
= LIM{(〈xα, xα − xβ〉 − 〈xβ, xα − xβ〉) : α, β ∈ I}
= 0 .
Hence, every τ01 -fundamental set of M has a τ01 -limit inside M∗. The set M∗ is obviously
complete with respect to the norm ‖〈., .〉D‖1/2A by its definition. •
3 Spectral and polar decomposition inside AW ∗-algebras
We want to show a spectral theorem for normal elements of normal AW ∗-algebras. It gives
important informations about normal and, especially, self-adjoint elements being necessary
for further considerations. To formulate the theorem the following definition is useful:
Definition 3.1 : (cf. [51, p.264]) A measure m on a compact Hausdorff space X with
values in the self-adjoint part of a monotone complete C∗-algebra is called quasi-regular if
and only if
m(K) = inf{m(U) : U−open sets inX, K ⊆ U}
for every closed set K ⊆ X . We remark that the condition:
m(U) = sup{m(K) : K−closed sets, K ⊆ U} for every open set U ⊆ X
is equivalent to quasi-regularity. Further, the measure m is called regular if and only if
m(E) = inf{m(U) : U−open sets inX,E ⊆ U}
for every Borel set E ⊆ X.
Theorem 3.2 : (cf. [51, Th.3.1, Th.3.2] Let A be a normal AW ∗-algebra and let a ∈ A
be a normal element. Let B ⊆ A be the commutative C∗-subalgebra in A generated by
the elements {1A, a, a∗}, and denote by Bˆ the smallest commutative AW ∗-algebra inside A
containingB and being monotone complete inside every maximal commutative C∗-subalgebra
D of A with the property B ⊆ D. Then there exists a unique quasi-regular Bˆ-valued measure
m on the spectrum σ(a) ⊂ C of a ∈ A, the values of which are projections in Bˆ and for
which the integral ∫
σ(a)
λ dmλ = a
exists in the sense of order convergence in Bˆ ⊆ A.
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P r o o f: By Gelfand-Naimark the commutative C∗-subalgebra B ⊆ A being gene-
rated by the elements {1A, a, a∗} is *-isomorphic to the commutative C∗-algebra C(σ(a))
of all complex valued continuous functions on the spectrum σ(a) ⊂ C of a ∈ A. Denote
this *-isomorphism by φ, φ : C(σ(a)) −→ B. The isomorphism φ is isometric and preserves
order relations between self-adjoint elements and, hence, positivity of self-adjoint elements.
Therefore, φ is a positive mapping.
Choosing an arbitrary maximal abelian C∗-subalgebra D of A containing B one can
complete B to Bˆ(D) with respect to order convergence inside D. But Bˆ(D) ⊆ A does not
depend on the choice of D. This can be easily seen if one extends the map φ to an order pre-
serving, isometric mapping φˆ from the set of all bounded complex-valued functions on σ(a)
into Bˆ(D) like in [50], [51]. The characteristic functions of the Borel sets of σ(a) generate
all projections of Bˆ(D) via φˆ. Moreover, every projection p of Bˆ(D) is the supremum of the
net P = {a ∈ B+h : a ≤ p}, (where the supremum is taken inside Bˆ(D)), [21, Lemma 1.7].
It does not depend on the choice of D since P = P 2 and, hence, the supremum of P inside
every other maximal commutative C∗-algebra D’ of A containing B is also a projection p′.
The projections (1A−p) and (1A−p′) both annihilate P inside A. The latter implies p = p′
because of the maximality of D and D’ and of the normality of A.
Now, by [50, Th.4.1] there exists a unique positive quasi-regular Bˆ-valued measure m
with the property that ∫
σ(a)
f(λ) dmλ = φ(f)
for every f ∈ C(σ(a)). Since φ−1(a)(λ) = λ for every λ ∈ σ(a) ⊂ C by the definition of φ
one gets ∫
σ(a)
λ dmλ = a.
Moreover, since φˆ(χE)
2 = φˆ(χ2E) = φˆ(χE) for the characteristic function of every Borel set
E ∈ σ(a) the measure m is projection valued. •
The following corollary is the key point for the subsequent considerations:
Corollary 3.3 : Let A be an AW ∗-algebra and {M, 〈., .〉} be a pre-Hilbert A-module.
If x ∈ M is different from zero then there exists a projection p ∈ A+h , p 6= 0, and an
element a ∈ A+h such that a, p and 〈x, x〉1/2 commute pairwise, and such that a〈x, x〉1/2 =
〈ax, ax〉1/2 = p.
P r o o f: Consider the commutative C∗-subalgebra B of A generated by the elements
{1A, 〈x, x〉}. By Theorem 3.2 there exists a unique positive quasi-regular measure m on the
Borel sets of σ(〈x, x〉1/2) ⊂ R+ being projection-valued in the monotone closure Bˆ(D) of
B with respect to an arbitrarily fixed, maximal commutative C∗-subalgebra D of A which
contains B, and satisfying the equality∫
σ(〈x,x〉1/2)
λ dmλ = 〈x, x〉1/2
in the sense of order convergence in Bˆ(D) ⊆ A. Now, if 〈x, x〉1/2 is a projection set
a = 1A, p = 〈x, x〉. If 〈x, x〉1/2 is invertible in A set p = 1A, a = 〈x, x〉−1/2. Otherwise
consider a number µ ∈ σ(〈x, x〉1/2), 0 < µ < ‖x‖, and set K = [0, µ] ∩ σ(〈x, x〉1/2). The
value m(K) ∈ Bˆ(D) is a projection different from zero. It commutes with every spectral
projection of 〈x, x〉1/2 and with 〈x, x〉1/2 itself. Since m is quasi-regular one has∫
σ(〈x,x〉1/2)\K
λ d(mλ(1A −m(K)) = (1A −m(K))〈x, x〉1/2.
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Therefore, one finds p = (1A −m(K)) and a = ((1A −m(K))〈x, x〉−1/2, where the inverse
is taken in the C∗-subalgebra (1A −m(K))Bˆ(D) ⊆ A. Since µ < ‖x‖ the projection p is
different from zero. The existence of a ∈ A+h is guaranteed by 0 < µ. •
For the completeness of the current section we show that polar decomposition is possible
inside every AW ∗-algebra. This generalizes assertions of S. K. Berberian [4, §21, Prop.1,
Prop.2, Exerc.1,2], I. Kaplansky [30, Th. 65] and R. V. Kadison, G. K. Pedersen [24,
Prop. 2.3].
Proposition 3.4 : Let A be an AW ∗-algebra. For every x ∈ A there exists a unique
partial isometry u ∈ A such that x = (xx∗)1/2u and such that uu∗ is the range projection of
(xx∗)1/2.
This follows from Corollary 3.3 and from the above cited results of S. K. Berberian,
I. Kaplansky and R. V. Kadison, G. K. Pedersen.
4 A criterion on self-duality and C∗-reflexivity
Theorem 4.1 : (cf. [13, Th.3.2]) Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra and {M, 〈., .〉}
a Hilbert A-module. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) M is self-dual.
(ii) M is C∗-reflexive.
(iii) The unit ball of M is complete with respect to τ01 -convergence.
(iv) The unit ball of M is complete with respect to τ02 -convergence.
If A is commutative there is a further equivalent condition, (cf. [37, Th.5.4]):
(v) M is a Kaplansky-Hilbert module over A.
Recall the definition of Kaplansky-Hilbert modules over commutative AW ∗-algebras:
Definition 4.2: ([29, p.842, Def.]) Let A be a commutative AW ∗-algebra. A Hilbert
A-module {M, 〈., .〉} is Kaplansky-Hilbert if and only if it has the following two properties:
(i) Let {pα : α ∈ I} be a set of pairwise orthogonal projections of A with least upper
bound p ∈ A. Let x ∈ M be an element for which pαx = 0 for every α ∈ I. Then px = 0.
(ii) Let {pα : α ∈ I} be a net of pairwise orthogonal projections ofA and let {xα : α ∈ I}
be any bounded set in M. Then there exists an element x ∈ M such that pαx = pαxα for
every α ∈ I.
Before we start proving the theorem we make a simple observation:
Lemma 4.3 : Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra and {M, 〈., .〉} be a Hilbert
A-module possessing a τ01 -complete unit ball. If f : M −→ A is an A-linear bounded
mapping for which the set Ker(f)⊥ = {x ∈ M : 〈x, y〉 = 0 for every y ∈ Ker(f)} consists
only of the zero element then f ≡ 0 on M.
P r o o f: Suppose there exists an element y ∈ M \Ker(f) with the property f(y) 6= 0.
One has to show that there exist elements p, a ∈ A+h for y ∈ M with the properties described
in Corollary 3.4 (i.e., p = 〈ay, ay〉, in particular), and with f(ay) 6= 0. Indeed, if f(ay) = 0
for every possible choice of p and a then by the equality f(ay) = (pap)(pf(y)) = 0 and
by the invertibility of a inside pAp one has pf(y) = 0. Consequently, f(y)∗pf(y) = 0 for
every possible chosen p ∈ A+h . But the supremum of all such projections p is the support of
y ∈ M (cf. Cor. 3.4), and by [20, Lemma 1.9] f(y) = 0 follows in contradiction to our choice
at the beginning. Now denote by LA(ay) the A-submodule of M generated by the element
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ay ∈ M. Since LA(ay) is generated by a single element and norm-closed it is self-dual as a
Hilbert A-submodule ofM, ([35, Cor.]). Hence, there exists a non-zero element z ∈ LA(ay)
such that
f |LA(ay) (x) = 〈x, z〉
for every x ∈ LA(ay). But z ∈ Ker(f)⊥ in contradiction to the assumption. •
P r o o f of the theorem: First, we prove the implication (iii) → (i). If the Hilbert
A-module M has a τ01 -complete unit ball then we can suppose 〈M,M〉 = A without loss
of generality. Indeed, 〈M,M〉 is a two-sided, monotone and norm-closed C∗-ideal of A.
Thus, by [29, Cor.2.3.1] a central projection p ∈ A, p 6= 0, exists for which 〈M,M〉 =Ap.
Therefore, the Hilbert A-moduleM could be considered as a Hilbert Ap-module replacing
A by Ap.
Consider an arbitrary A-linear, bounded mapping f : M −→ A. By Lemma 4.3 one
can suppose Ker(f)⊥ 6= {0}. The pair {Ker(f)⊥, 〈., .〉} defines a Hilbert A-submodule
of M possessing a τ01 -complete unit ball. The map f is faithful on Ker(f)⊥. The image
f(Ker(f)⊥) is a norm-closed left ideal I ofA, and there exists a projection p ∈ A+h such that
I = Ap. Indeed, since {Ker(f)⊥, 〈., .〉} and {I, 〈., .〉A} are isomorphic as Hilbert A-modules
via f by assumption one has
〈f(y), f(y)〉A ≤ ‖f‖2〈y, y〉, 〈f−1(a), f−1(a)〉 ≤ ‖f−1‖2〈a, a〉A
for every a ∈ I, y ∈ Ker(f)⊥ , (because of the A-linearity of f). But Ker(f)⊥ has a τ01 -
complete unit ball. Therefore, the inequalities above yield I = Ap for a projection p ∈ A+h
as desired since ‖f−1‖ is bounded.
The Hilbert A-module {Ap, 〈., .〉A} is self-dual, and so is {Ker(f)⊥, 〈., .〉}. Conse-
quently, there exists an element x ∈ Ker(f)⊥ such that f(.) ≡ 〈., x〉 on Ker(f)⊥ . Since
Ker(f) has a τ01 -complete unit ball, (i.e., Ker(f) = (Ker(f)
⊥)⊥), the Hilbert A-submodule
N = Ker(f)+Ker(f)⊥ ofM possesses a τ01 -complete unit ball. The A-linear, bounded map
g(.) = f(.) − 〈., x〉 is obviously equal to zero on N and N⊥ ={0} ⊇ Ker(g)⊥. Therefore,
by Lemma 4.3 g ≡ 0 on M, which proves the implication.
Now we show the implications (i) → (ii) → (iii). The first implication is trivial by
definition so we concentrate our attention to the second one. Suppose a C∗-reflexive Hilbert
A-module {M, 〈., .〉} does not have a τ01 -complete unit ball. Then consider the Hilbert A-
module {M∗, 〈., .〉D} being derived from M in the way described at Proposition 2.6. Since
M∗ is self-dual by the assertions above, since M →֒M∗ and since M∗ →֒ M′, the Banach
A-module M =M′′ has to be identical with M∗ in contradiction to our assumption.
The conditions (i) and (iv) are obviously equivalent. Indeed, if a non-self-dual Hilbert
A-module would possess a τ02 -complete unit ball then its unit ball would have to be non-τ
0
1 -
complete by the previous observations. But this contradicts its τ02 -completeness by Lemma
2.5. In the same manner one shows the inverse implication.
In the case of A being commutative the equivalence of (v) with some of the conditions
was shown by M. Ozawa [37]. For completeness, we give another proof using methods
of order convergence. Let {pα : α ∈ I} be a set of pairwise orthogonal projections of A
possessing a least upper bound p ∈ A. Let x ∈ M such that pαx = 0 for every α ∈ I.
Because of the inequality
0 = pα〈x, x〉pα ≤ p〈x, x〉p
being valid for every α ∈ I, and because of the equality 0 = sup{pα〈x, x〉pα} = p〈x, x〉p
being valid by (iii) and by the commutativity of A one has px = 0. So one has item (i)
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of Definition 4.2. Furthermore, let p = 1A and let {xα : α ∈ I} be a bounded set in M
indexed by I. If F is the net of all finite subsets of I partially ordered by inclusion then
x = τ01 − lim
{∑
i∈S
pixi : s ∈ F
}
∈ M
and x has the properties to satisfy Definition 4.2,(ii) because of (iii). Therefore (iii) implies
(v). That (v) yields (i) was proved by I. Kaplansky [29, Th.5]. So we are done. •
Examples 4.4 : (a) Let X be a stonean space and let C(X) = A be the AW ∗-algebra of
all continuous, complex valued functions onX. SupposeX consists of infinitely many points
and, therefore, contains at least one accumulation point x ∈ X. Let Co(X) be the set of all
functions of C(X) vanishing at x. Obviously, Co(X) is an ideal in C(X). SettingM =Co(X)
and N =C(X) with the A-valued inner product 〈., .〉A one has M′ = M′′ = N =C(X).
That is, M is not self-dual.
(b) Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra and consider the standard countably
generated Hilbert A-module
l2(A) =
{
a = {ai : i ∈N} : ai ∈ A,
∞∑
i=1
aia
∗
i is A−norm− convergent
}
,
〈a, b〉 =
∞∑
i=1
aib
∗
i .
It is self-dual if and only if A is finite dimensional as a linear space, ([13, Th.4.3]). The
Banach A-module
l2(A
′) =
{
a = {ai : i ∈N} : ai ∈ A, sup {‖
N∑
i=1
aia
∗
i ‖ : N ∈N} <∞
}
turns into a self-dual Hilbert A-module if one defines the A-valued inner product by
〈a, b〉 = LIM
{ N∑
k=1
akb
∗
k : N ∈N
}
.
Corollary 4.5 : Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra and {M, 〈., .〉} be a self-dual
Hilbert A-module such that a = 0 ∈ A is the only element of A for which aM ={0}. Then
there exists an element z ∈ M with the property 〈z, z〉 = 1A and 〈M,M〉 = A.
P r o o f: One can choose a maximal set {xα : α ∈ I} of elements of M with respect
to the conditions: (i) 〈xα, xα〉 = pα = p2α 6= 0, (ii) pαpβ = 0 for every α 6= β since the
unit ball of M is τ01 -complete, (cf. Corollary 3.3 and Zorn’s lemma). Since the equality
sup{pα : α ∈ I} = 1A is valid one can define
z = τ01 − lim
{∑
i∈S
xi : S ∈ F
}
(where F is the net of all finite subsets of I),and one finds the desired element z ∈ M, and
{〈az, bz〉 : a, b ∈ A} = A ⊆ 〈M,M〉. •
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The following corollary generalizes a proposition of W. L. Paschke [40, Prop.3.11],
Corollary 3.3 and Proposition 3.4. It shows that one has something like polar decomposition
inside self-dual Hilbert A-modules over monotone complete C∗-algebras A.
Corollary 4.6 : Let M be a self-dual Hilbert A-module over a monotone complete
C∗-algebra A. Every x ∈ M can be decomposed x = 〈x, x〉1/2u, where u ∈ M is such that
〈u, u〉 is the range projection of 〈x, x〉1/2. This decomposition is unique in the sense that if
the equality x = bv is valid for b ∈ A+h , v ∈ M such that 〈v, v〉 is the range projection of b,
then v = u and b = 〈x, x〉1/2.
P r o o f: (cf. [40, proof of Prop.3.11]) For a fixed x ∈ M one sets xn = h−1n x with
hn = (〈x, x〉+1/n ·1A)1/2, (n ∈ N). From the equality 〈xn, xn〉 = (〈x, x〉+1/n ·1A)−1〈x, x〉
one infers that ‖xn‖ ≤ 1 for every n ∈ N. Let y ∈ M be a τ02 -accumulation point of the
sequence {xn : n ∈ N}. Since x = hnxn, (n ∈ N), and ‖hn − 〈x, x〉1/2‖ −→ 0 for n → ∞
the equality 〈x, x〉1/2y = x follows. Denote by p the range projection of 〈x, x〉1/2 in A. One
has
〈x, x〉1/2(p − p〈y, y〉p)〈x, x〉1/2 = 0.
Since ‖y‖ ≤ 1 the element (p− p〈y, y〉p) is positive. One obtains the equality
〈x, x〉1/2(p − p〈y, y〉p)1/2 = 0
i.e., p(p− p〈y, y〉p)1/2 = 0.
Hence, p = p〈y, y〉p , and one sets u = py. Then 〈x, x〉1/2u = x and 〈u, u〉 = p as desired.
To show the uniqueness of the decomposition suppose x = bv with b ∈ A+h , v ∈M such
that 〈v, v〉 is the range projection of b. Then 〈x, x〉 = b2, and b = 〈x, x〉1/2. Also 〈v, v〉 = p.
The equality 〈v − pv, v − pv〉 = 0 forces v = pv. Also, 〈x, u〉 = 〈x, x〉1/2 at one side and
〈x, u〉 = 〈x, x〉1/2〈v, u〉 at the other side. Thus, 〈x, x〉1/2(p− 〈v, u〉) = 0, and
0 = p(p− 〈v, u〉) = p− 〈pv, u〉 = p− 〈v, u〉.
Hence, 〈u− v, u− v〉 = 0 and u = v. •
Now we get the following general solution of W. L. Paschke’s problem claimed in the
introduction:
Theorem 4.7 : Let A be a C∗-algebra. For every Hilbert A-module {M, 〈., .〉} the
A-valued inner product 〈., .〉 on M can be continued to an A-valued inner product 〈., .〉D on
the A-dual Banach A-module M′ turning {M′, 〈., .〉D} into a self-dual Hilbert A-module if
and only if A is monotone complete (iff A is additively complete). Moreover, the equalities
〈x, y〉D = 〈x, y〉 , 〈x, r〉D = r(x)
are satisfied for every x, y ∈M →֒M′, every r ∈ M′.
P r o o f : One direction follows immediately either from M. Hamana [22, Th. 2.2]
or from H. Lin [33, Lemma 3.7] or from Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 4.1 above. The
converse can be seen combining the result of M. Hamana [22] that the C∗-algebra A has
to be additively complete with the result of K. Saitoˆ and J. D. M. Wright [44, §3] that
additively complete C*-algebras are monotone complete, and vice versa. •
Corollary 4.8 : Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra andM be a self-dual Hilbert
A-module. For every pre-HilbertA-submodule N ⊆M one can decomposeM into the direct
sum of N ∗ = N ′ and (N ∗)⊥ = (N ′)⊥.
This is the consequence of Proposition 2.6, Theorem 4.7, Theorem 4.1 and [13, Th.2.8].
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5 A structural criterion on self-duality and C∗-reflexivity
In the present section we want to show a structural criterion. It was suggested by [40,
Th.3.11] and first proved by M. Hamana [22, Th. 1.2] independently. We use our own
methods to give another proof of it. To formulate the assertion we need the following
definition:
Definition 5.1 : Let I be an index set and let {{Mα, 〈., .〉α} : α ∈ I} be a set of
pre-Hilbert A-modules over a fixed monotone complete C∗-algebra A. Let F be the net of
all finite subsets of I partially ordered by inclusion. Define the value 〈x, y〉S ∈ A for all
I-tuples x = {xα ∈ Mα : α ∈ I}, y = {yα ∈ Mα : α ∈ I} and for every S ∈ F by the
formula
〈x, y〉S =
∑
i∈S
〈xi, yi〉i .
Let M be the set of all I-tuples x = {xα ∈ Mα : α ∈ I} for which the least upper bound
sup{〈x, x〉S : S ∈ F} exists in A. Then define for x, y ∈ M
〈x, y〉 = LIM{〈x, y〉S : S ∈ F}.
The linear space M is a (left) A-module with respect to the coordinatewise operations
induced from the {Mα : α ∈ I}. Moreover, the mapping 〈., .〉 : M×M −→ A has all
the properties of an A-valued inner product on M by Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.5. Let
us denote the pre-Hilbert A-module {M, 〈., .〉} by τ01 − Σ{Mα : α ∈ I}. Note that M is
norm-complete (resp., self-dual) if and only if each Mα, α ∈ I, is.
Theorem 5.2 : LetA be a monotone complete C∗-algebra and let {M, 〈., .〉} be a Hilbert
A-module. The following two conditions are equivalent:
(i) M is self-dual.
(ii) There exists a set {pα : α ∈ I} of not necessarily distinct projections of A such that
M and τ01 − Σ{Apα : α ∈ I} are isomorphic as Hilbert A-modules.
P r o o f: The implication (ii)→(i) easily follows from Theorem 4.1 and from the self-
duality of the Hilbert A-modules {{Apα, 〈., .〉A} : α ∈ I}. There remains to show the
converse.
By Corollary 3.4 and Zorn’s lemma one finds a maximal set of elements of M ,
{xα : α ∈ I}, with respect to the assumptions (a) 〈xα, xα〉 = pα = p2α 6= 0, (b) 〈xα, xβ〉 = 0
if α 6= β. Let F be the net of all finite subsets of I being partially ordered by inclusion.
The equality xα = pαxα is valid for every α ∈ I and, thus, one can define a mapping
T :M−→ τ01 − Σ{Apα : α ∈ I} , T (x) = {〈x, xα〉 : α ∈ I}.
This mapping T is obviously A-linear. To show the surjectivity of T consider
{aαpα : α ∈ I} ∈ τ01 − Σ{Apα : α ∈ I}. Define yS = {aixi : i ∈ S} ∈ M for every S ∈ F
and y = τ02 − lim{yS : S ∈ F}, (cf. Th.4.1). One has y ∈ M and T (y) = {aαpα : α ∈ I}.
To prove that T is one-to-one suppose the existence of a non-zero element x ∈ M for which
〈x, xα〉 = 0 holds for every α ∈ I. By Corollary 3.4 the equality 〈ax, ax〉 = p = p2 6= 0 holds
for some p ∈ Ah, a ∈ A+h . Moreover, since 〈ax, xα〉 = 0 for every α ∈ I and since the set
{xα : α ∈ I} is chosen to be maximal with respect to (a), (b) one gets ax = 0 and p = 0 in
contradiction to the choice of p. Finally, one has to show that 〈T (x), T (x)〉 = 〈x, x〉 holds
for every x ∈M. Indeed, for every x ∈M and every S ∈ F ,
〈xS , xS〉 =
∑
i∈S
〈x, xi〉pi〈xi, x〉 = 〈T (xS), T (xS)〉
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where xS = Σ{〈x, xi〉xi : i ∈ S} by definition. The desired equality now obtains by taking
the τ01 -limit on both sides of this equality. •
6 Applications
First, we formulate a classification of self-dual (and hence, C∗-reflexive), countably gene-
rated Hilbert C∗-modules over monotone complete C∗-algebras.
Theorem 6.1 : Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra and let M be a self-dual,
countably generated Hilbert A-module. Then there exist only the following two possibilities
for the inner structure of A and of M:
(i) M is finitely generated and A is arbitrary.
(ii) M is decomposable into the direct sum of a finitely generated Hilbert A-module and
a countably generated Hilbert B-module, where B is a finite-dimensional, two-sided C∗-ideal
of A.
P r o o f: The first statement follows from [35, Cor.]. One has to show the second one
and the completeness of the classification. Suppose, the Hilbert A-module M is self-dual
and countably generated. By Theorem 5.2 one has
M = τ01 − Σ{Api : i ∈ N}
for some countable set {pi : i ∈ N} of projections of A. By an inductive process (dividing
in direct summands and taking direct sums) one can reach a situation in which the pairwise
product pipj = r of every two projections pi, pj (i < j) of our choice is a projection if and
only if r = pj 6= 0. Suppose this situation is realized. Since M is countably generated the
sequence { N∑
i=1
aia
∗
i : N ∈ N
}
has to converge with respect to the A-norm for every element a = {ai ∈ Api, i ∈ N}
of τ01 − Σ{Api : i ∈ N}. Therefore, if there are more than a finite number of infinite
dimensional, two-sided AW ∗-ideals 〈Api,Api〉 of our choice, then the Hilbert A-module
τ01 − Σ{Api : i ∈ N} can not be countably generated, cf. [13, Th.4.3]. Moreover, if
there does not exist a finite dimensional, two-sided C∗-ideal B in A containing all the
finite dimensional, two-sided C∗-ideals 〈Api,Api〉 of our choice then the Hilbert A-module
τ01 − Σ{Api : i ∈ N} can not be countably generated by [13, Th.4.3], again. So the
statements follow. •
Secondly, extending [40, Th.3.7] we show how A-linear, bounded operators on a Hilbert
A-module M over a monotone complete C∗-algebra A can be continued to A-linear,
bounded operators on the A-dual Hilbert A-module M′ in a unique way.
Proposition 6.2: Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra and let {M, 〈., .〉} be a
Hilbert A-module. Then every A-linear bounded operator T :M−→M can be continued to
a unique A-linear bounded operator T ′ : M′ −→ M′ on the A-dual Banach A-module M′
of M preserving the operator norm. Moreover, if the operator T has an adjoint operator
T ∗ :M−→M then (T ∗)′ = (T ′)∗.
P r o o f: By [40, Th. 2.8] one obtains
〈T (x), T (x)〉 ≤ ‖T‖〈x, x〉 (1)
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for every x ∈M. Hence, one can define the operator T ′ :M′ −→M′ by the formulae:
T ′(x) = T (x) for every x ∈ M,
T ′(τ01 − lim{xα : α ∈ I}) = τ01 − lim{T (xα) : α ∈ I}
where {xα : α ∈ I} is an arbitrarily chosen τ01 -fundamental net of M. Obviously, the
operator T ′ is A-linear and bounded by ‖T‖, cf. Lemma 2.2(iv) and (1). It is unique by
(1). And by Lemma 2.5 one has (T ∗)′ = (T ′)∗. •
The following corollary generalizes results of G. Wittstock [49] :
Corollary 6.3 : Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra, let {M, 〈., .〉} be a self-dual
Hilbert A-module and N be a Hilbert A-submodule of M. Then every A-linear bounded
operator T : N −→M can be continued to a unique A-linear bounded operator T ′ :M−→
M preserving the operator norm and the relation T ′(N⊥) = {0}. The self-duality of M is
necessary, in general, for the result.
P r o o f: Consider the unique extension T ′ : N ′ −→ M′ with ‖T ′‖ = ‖T‖ existing by
the previous proposition. Since M′ = N ′ ⊕N⊥ one defines the final operator on M by T ′
on N ′ and by the zero operator on N⊥.
To show that the restriction on M to be self-dual can not be dropped, in general, one
constructs a counterexample. Consider a norm-closed left ideal D of A, where D is order
dense in A and unequal to A. (For example, take the set of all bounded linear operators
on a separable Hilbert space as A and the compact one’s as D.) Set M = A ⊕ D and
N = D⊕D with the usual inner products on them. Note, that N is contained in M as a
submodule. But the operator T : (d1, d2) −→ (0, d1) can not be continued to an operator
T ′ in any way. •
Thirdly, letM be a self-adjoint Hilbert A-module over a monotone complete C∗-algebra
A. Denote by EndA(M) the set of all bounded A-linear operators onM. We consider C∗-
subalgebrasM of EndA(M) coinciding with their bicommutantM” inside EndA(M). The
following fact was obtained by M. Hamana [22, Prop. 1.2] independently:
Theorem 6.4 : Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra and let M be a self-dual
Hilbert A-module. Then every C∗-subalgebra M of EndA(M) which coincides with its
bicommutant M” inside EndA(M) is a monotone complete C∗-algebra.
P r o o f: Consider an arbitrary bounded, increasingly directed net {Bα : α ∈ I} of
positive elements of M. By [34, Th. 3] an element C ∈ EndA(M) is positive if and only if
〈C(x), x〉 ≥ 0 for every x ∈ M. Therefore, by Theorem 4.1 there exists an element B ∈
EndA(M) being defined by the formula
B(x) = τ01 − lim{Bα(x) : α ∈ I}, x ∈ M,
and B = sup{Bα : α ∈ I} in EndA(M). But for every Bα, α ∈ I, and every element C
of the commutant M’ of M the equality CBα − BαC = 0 is valid. Since BC − CB =
LIM{(CBα −BαC) : α ∈ I} = 0 inside EndA(M) one has B ∈M′′ =M. •
This result seems to be of some importance. Immediatelly one realizes that polar de-
composition and spectral decomposition work inside M′′ = M ⊆ EndA(M) in every such
case, (cf. Theorem 3.2 and 3.6). For investigations about similar monotone complete C∗-
algebras Theorem 6.4 allows, for example, to introduce a notion of ”Morita equivalence in
order” along the line of the ideas of M. A. Rieffel [43] for W ∗-algebras. Another area of
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application is the theory of operator valued weights and conditional expectations of finite
index between monotone complete C∗-algebras following M. Baillet, Y. Denizeau and
J.-F. Havet [3]. But these investigations appear elsewhere, cf. [15]. What we will do is to
prove a generalized Weyl-Berg theorem, which will finish up the present paper.
7 A Weyl-Berg type theorem
The problem of approximation of normal elements in C∗-algebras A by diagonalizable ele-
ments ofA up to a suitable small remainder is part of the sphere of interests of many mathe-
maticians. For an overview on the recent results and open problems compare the papers of
D. Voiculescu [47], R. V. Kadison [25, 26, 27], K. Grove and G. K. Pedersen [16],
G. J. Murphy [36], N. Higson andM. Rørdam [23], L. G. Brown andG. K. Pedersen
[6] and S. Zhang [53, 54]. What we would like is to show a Weyl-Berg type theorem for
monotone complete C∗-algebras and some corollaries of it.
Definition 7.1 : A monotone complete C∗-algebra A has the approximation property
(*) if there exists a chain of pairwise orthogonal projections {pα : α ∈ I} of Ah with
least upper bound 1A such that for every α ∈ I the monotone complete C∗-algebra pαApα
possesses a faithful state fα with the property that the norm-completion of the pre-Hilbert
space {pαApα, fα(〈., .〉A)} is separable.
Note, that in the case of A being a W ∗-algebra the states fα can be chosen as normal
states.
The class of monotone complete C∗-algebras with the approximation property (*) is
sufficiently large to contain most of the W ∗-algebras of physical interest. The Dixmier
algebra D([0,1]) has property (*), too. But there are remarkable examples of W ∗-algebras
which do not have property (*), cf. [5, Remark after Def. 2.5.1.]. Other examples of
commutative AW ∗-algebras without property (*) were constructed byM. Ozawa [38] which
can be seen by comparing Proposition 7.6 and Theorem 7.3 below.
Let us denote the norm-closure of the linear hull of
{θx,y ∈ EndA(M) : θx,y(z) = 〈z, x〉y for every z ∈ M, each x, y ∈ M}
by KA(M) as usually. KA(M) is called the set of ”compact” operators on M.
Definition 7.2 : Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra, let M be a self-dual
Hilbert A-module possessing a countably generated A-pre-dual Hilbert A-module. Let
0 6= q = q2 ∈ A+h be fixed. An operator D ∈ qEndA(M) is said to be diagonalizable if
there is a sequence {xn : n ∈ N} of pairwise orthogonal nontrivial elements of qM such
that D(xn) = anxn for some {an} ∈ qAq, the subsets qAxn = {axn : a ∈ qAq}, (n ∈ N),
are norm-closed and τ − Σ{qAxn : n ∈ N} = qM.
Note that in the case of A being commutative A can be identified with the centre of
EndA(M) and, hence, D is diagonalizable inside qEndA(M). So we are in the classical
situation.
Theorem 7.3 : Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra with property (*). Let M be
a self-dual Hilbert A-module possessing a countably generated A-pre-dual Hilbert A-module.
Suppose that qEndA(M) 6= qKA(M) for every central projection q ∈ A. Then for every
ε > 0 and every self-adjoint operator T ∈ EndA(M) there exist a diagonalizable, self-
adjoint operator D ∈ EndA(M) and a ”compact”, self-adjoint operator K ∈ KA(M) such
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that T = D +K and ‖K‖ < ε.
If qEndA(M) = qKA(M) for a central projection q ∈ A and if A is a W ∗-algebra or a
commutative AW ∗-algebra then the Hilbert A-module qM is finitely generated and every
self-adjoint bounded module operator is diagonalizable.
P r o o f: The C∗-algebra A has property (*), and [36, Th.9] is valid. Consequently,
for every ε > 0, every α ∈ I there exist a diagonalizable, self-adjoint operator Dα ∈
pαEndA(M) with eigenvalues an ∈ {λ1A : λ ∈ C} and a ”compact”, self-adjoint operator
Kα ∈ pαKA(M) with ‖Kα‖ < ε such that pαT = Dα +Kα.
Since these operators {Dα}, {Kα} are pairwise orthogonal, linear operators on M one
can sum them up in the sense of order convergence inside the monotone complete C∗-algebra
(A+EndA(M)) ⊂ EndC(M). One gets
T =
∑
α∈I
pαT =
∑
α∈I
Dα +
∑
α∈I
Kα = D +K
where D ∈ EndA(M) is diagonalizable and self-adjoint, and K ∈ KA(M) is ”compact”
and self-adjoint by construction. Moreover, ‖K‖ < ε.
If qEndA(M) = qKA(M) for a central projection q ∈ A then the Hilbert A-module
qM is algebraicly finitely generated by [45, Remark 4.5], [10, Prop. 3.2]. Since every normal
element of Mn(A) is diagonalizable for every n ∈ N and for A being a W ∗-algebra or a
commutative AW ∗-algebra by [26, 7] and since qM) = P (qAn) for a natural number n and
a A-linear projection P on An the desired result yields. •
To extend the statement of Theorem 7.3 to normal elements T ∈ EndA(M) note that
there always exists a self-adjoint element S ∈ EndA(M) such that T is contained in the C∗-
subalgebra being generated by S and the identity of EndA(M). This follows from Theorem
3.1 by functional calculus, (cf. [17, 18, 46]). Now the techniques of G. J. Murphy [36,
p.283] allow to prove the following:
Theorem 7.4 : Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra with property (*). Let M be
a self-dual Hilbert A-module possessing a countably generated A-pre-dual Hilbert A-module.
Suppose that qEndA(M) 6= qKA(M) for every central projection q ∈ A. Then for every
normal operator T ∈ EndA(M) there exist a diagonalizable operator D ∈ EndA(M) and a
”compact” operator K ∈ EndA(M) such that T = D +K.
If qEndA(M) = qKA(M) for a central projection q ∈ A and if A is a W ∗-algebra or a
commutative AW ∗-algebra then the Hilbert A-module qM is finitely generated and every
normal bounded module operator is diagonalizable.
Remark 7.5 : The property of M to possess a countably generated Hilbert A-module
as it’s A-pre-dual can not be dropped, cf. [18]. But the infinite cardinality of minimal
generator sets of some A-pre-dual Hilbert A-modules of M has to be unique in some sense
as shown below in Proposition 7.6. Unfortunally, it is not quite clear at present if A has to
possess property (*) to validate the statement of Theorem 7.4, or whether other situations
are possible. Beside this it is strange that a property of A should determine the truth of the
generalized Weyl-Berg theorem with respect to the pair {EndA(M),KA(M)}, because
the intersection of the three C∗-algebras inside EndC(M) is only Z(A), the centre of A.
So the translation of (*) to a C∗-condition on (EndA(M),KA(M)) appears to be non-easy
if one tries to formulate it without reference to A, (at least if A is non-commutative).
However, there are some facts that shead light on the situation, cf. Proposition 7.8.
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To prove the following fact one makes use of a discovery of M. Ozawa [38]. He showed
that the following misbehaviour may happen: There are special commutative AW ∗-algebras
A such that the self-dual Hilbert A-module l2(A)
′ is isomorphic to the self-dual Hilbert
A-module τ01 − Σ{A(α) : α ∈ I} for some set I of uncountable cardinality card(I), where
card(I) depends on the inner structure of A.
Proposition 7.6 : Let A be a commutative AW ∗-algebra. If for a given real number
ε > 0 one can decompose every self-adjoint operator T ∈ EndA(l2(A)′) into the sum
T = D + K of a diagonalizable, self-adjoint operator D ∈ EndA(l2(A)′) and a ”com-
pact”, self-adjoint operator K ∈ KA(l2(A)′) with ‖K‖ < ε then the existence of an A-linear
isomorphism of l2(A)
′ to a self-dual Hilbert A-module of type τ01 − Σ{A(α) : α ∈ I} for
sets I of uncountable cardinality card(I) is impossible, i.e. the structure of A can not be
arbitrary.
P r o o f: Suppose l2(A)
′ is isomorphic to τ01 − Σ{A(α) : α ∈ I} for some set I of
uncountable cardinality card(I). Denote by H the non-separable Hilbert space τ01−Σ{C(α) :
α ∈ I}. By [18] there exists a self-adjoint operator T0 ∈ EndC(H) being not decomposable
into the sum of a diagonalizable, self-adjoint operator and a compact, self-adjoint operator
inside EndC(H). Since
l2(A)
′ = τ01 − Σ{A(α) : α ∈ I} = (A⊗H)′
by assumption one can define a self-adjoint, bounded, A-linear operator
T : (A⊗H)′ −→ (A⊗H)′ as the unique extension of the mapping
T ′ : a⊗ h −→ a⊗ T0(h) , (a ∈ A, h ∈ H),
from A⊗H to (A⊗H)′, (cf. Prop. 6.2). Assume now that T would be decomposable into
the sum of a diagonalizable, self-adjoint operator D ∈ EndA(l2(A)′) and a ”compact”, self-
adjoint operator K ∈ KA(l2(A)′). If one considers A as C(X) for some compact Hausdorff
space X one finds
T(x) = T0 = D(x) +K(x)
with D(x) ∈ EndC(Hx) – diagonalizable and self-adjoint, K(x) ∈ KC(Hx) – compact and
self-adjoint. But this contradicts the choice of T0. •
Corollary 7.7 : There are commutative AW ∗-algebras A such that every normal
element of Mn(A), (n ∈ N – arbitrary), is diagonalizable, but the generalized Weyl-Berg
theorem is not valid for some A-linear, bounded, self-adjoint operators on l2(A)
′.
For an example compare [38], [16, Added in proof] and Proposition 7.5.
Proposition 7.8 : Let A be a monotone complete C∗-algebra possessing a countable
chain {qk : k ∈ N} of pairwise orthogonal projections such that Σ∞k=1qk = 1A in the sense
of order convergence, and qk ∼ 1A for every k ∈ N. LetM be a self-dual Hilbert A-module
with a countably generated A-pre-dual Hilbert A-module. Then EndA(M) = KA(M).
P r o o f: By Theorem 5.2 we haveM = τ01 −Σ{Apn : n ∈ N} for projections {pn} ∈ A.
Denote by uk the partial isometries of A realizing the equivalences qk ∼ 1A, i.e., uku∗k = qk,
u∗kuk = 1A. Then
idM(·) = 〈·, u〉u = θu,u(·)
where u = {ukpk : k ∈ N} ∈ M. That is, the identity operator on M is ”compact”. Since
KA(M) is a two-sided ideal in EndA(M) the proof is complete. •
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Similarly, if M is finitely generated then EndA(M) = KA(M), too, for every unital
C∗-algebra A. Especially, if A is a W ∗-algebra or a commutative AW ∗-algebra then every
element of EndA(M) is diagonalizable, cf. [25, 26] and [8, Cor. 3.3]. Hence, the following
two problems are unsolved:
Problem : Does there exist a countable chain {qk : k ∈ N} of pairwise orthogonal
projections inside every monotone complete AW ∗-factor of type II∞ or III such that Σqk =
1A in the sense of order convergence, and qk ∼ 1A for every k ∈ N ?
Problem : Is every normal bounded module operator on finitely generated Hilbert
A-modules over monotone complete C∗-algebras A diagonalizable?
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